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3 Low-emission vehicles (LEVs): Introducing technologies and 

firm/government perspectives 

 

3.1  Introduction 

Despite the increasing sophistication of production systems and product development, the car 

industry has been much less innovative regarding the dominant propulsion technology, which 

has remained the internal combustion engine (ICE) for the past century. However, in recent 

years, there has been more attention to changes to the current ‘automobility paradigm’ 

(Nieuwenhuis et al., 2006). As Carson and Vaitheeswaran put it optimistically (2007: 6): “A 

powerful grassroots movement—call it the Great Awakening—is clearly under way that is 

sparking a great global race to fuel the car of the future.” Various factors have played a role in 

the emergent discussion about alternatives to the ICE. Increasing energy prices and the 

depletion of resources point to the need for more efficient alternatives (Steen et al., 2011). 

Moreover, increased air pollution and the contribution of transport-related CO2 emissions to 

climate change underline the need for low-emission alternatives (European Commission, 

2012). Finally, customers’ environmental awareness has increased, with ‘green consumers’ 

demanding more sustainable cars.  

However, although various technologies are available, low-emission vehicles (LEVs) 

still account for only a fraction of total vehicle sales and are, thus, a niche product. And 

although there seem to be good reasons for a change of the ‘automobility paradigm’ towards 

more sustainable technologies, there is strong inertia amongst the salient actors in the 

development of LEVs—namely, car manufacturers and governments. This chapter will briefly 

introduce perspectives of car companies and governments on LEVs, covering aspects that are 

examined in much more detail in the subsequent chapters. First, however, to set the stage and 

explain the challenges that the respective LEV technologies pose, the next section will discuss 

the most prevalent LEV technologies. 

  

3.2  LEV Technologies 

At the inception of the car, technologies that caused little to no tailpipe emissions, such as 

electric vehicles, were available. Since then, there has been a proliferation of alternative 

technologies to the ICE, including extreme ideas such as a nuclear car (by Ford) or air-

compressed propulsion. Today, two main streams of alternatives have emerged: options that 
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use alternative fuels in the ICE and technologies that employ alternative powertrains (Zapata 

& Nieuwenhuis, 2010). The former—alternative fuels—entails the use of different energy 

sources (e.g., biodiesel, gas, bioethanol) within an ICE and, thus, represents an incremental 

improvement (Zapata & Nieuwenhuis, 2010). The latter, more radical alternative— different 

types of powertrains—refers to an entirely different system that propels the car without the 

ICE, through, for example, the use of a battery or fuel cells (see Table 3.1). 
 

Table 3.1: Alternative fuels vs. powertrain: incremental vs. radical innovation  

Technology Incremental innovation Radical innovation 
Liquefied petroleum gas *  
Compressed natural gas *  
Biodiesel *  
Bioethanol *  
Hydrogen internal combustion *  
Internal combustion-electric hybrid *  
Battery-electric  * 
Fuel cell  * 

Adapted from Zapata and Nieuwenhuis (2010) 

Despite the various options available, only a few technologies are competitive enough to 

challenge the ICE. The three most prevalent technologies that compete to be the dominant 

LEV design and replace the ICE are hybrid-electric vehicles (HVs), electric vehicles (EVs), 

and fuel-cell vehicles (FCs) (Frenken, Hekkert, & Godfroij, 2004). Consequently, this 

dissertation will pay attention to these three technologies. The sections below will introduce 

them briefly, discussing their functionality, advantages and disadvantages, costs and the type 

of knowledge required for the technology. 
 

3.2.1 Hybrid technologies 

Hybrid vehicles combine two power sources: an ICE and an electric motor with a battery. 

Consequently, they build on the incumbent technology and partially on knowledge gained in 

electric vehicles (see 3.2.2). While most major car manufacturers are able to build HVs, 

integrating two propulsion technologies in one car requires considerable engineering skills, 

which—besides the high costs of the battery—adds costs to production. Toyota was the first 

car manufacturer to employ the technology in a mass-produced car, the Prius (Hasegawa, 

2008). The Prius 1 used NiMH batteries supplied by a joint venture with Matsushita, 

Panasonic EV.  
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HVs combine an internal combustion engine and one or more electric motors. Several 

HV variations are possible; for instance, the ICE could be fuelled by petrol or diesel, and the 

electric motors may just support the car’s appliances and/or support the energy or even allow 

driving only on electricity. A plug-in option offers the possibility to recharge the battery, 

which enables longer electric-only rides (see Table 3.2). 
 

Table 3.2: Various hybrid technologies and their features (compiled by author) 

Functioning Explanation Example Fuel efficiency 
Mild hybrid The ICE is the primary 

propulsion source; the 
electric motor runs the 
accessories and can give a 
boost at hard acceleration 

GM Silverado ~21 miles per gallon 

Parallel 
hybrid 

The car is able to run on 
electric power alone 
without the ICE running; 
the two engines are 
connected to each other 

Toyota Prius  ~50 miles per gallon 

Plug-in hybrid Like a series hybrid, but the 
batteries are chargeable 
with a plug, allowing longer 
electric-only rides 

Toyota Prius 
Plug-In 

~95 miles per gallon 

Range-
extender 

An electric motor is driving 
the car, and an ICE is 
producing the electricity 

GM Volt ~93 miles per gallon 

  

Hybrids can be distinguished by their degree of hybridization—that is, the extent to which the 

electric engine supports the ICE. As shown in Table 3.2, four options are available: mild 

hybrids, full hybrids, plug-ins and range-extenders. Mild hybrids only marginally utilize the 

electric engine, whereas full hybrids fully exploit the electric potential. Both propulsion 

technologies have in common that they are solely fuelled by petrol. The battery of the car is 

charged while driving, either by the ICE or through regenerative braking. The third option is a 

plug-in hybrid that offers the possibility of charging the battery by connecting the car with a 

wire to the electric grid. Finally, range-extenders, such as the Chevy Volt, are propelled 

mainly by the electric engine, and the internal combustion engine charges the battery when it 

is depleted. However, in the remainder of this dissertation plug-in vehicles or range-extender 

will be included in the analysis of EVs given that they can drive more than 20 km on battery 

power. 

Most modern hybrids that are currently being introduced to the market rely on lithium 

ion batteries. However, the majority of hybrids on the road, such as the Prius 2 and 3, use 
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Nickel-Metal Hydride (NiMH) batteries with 1.3kWh. Replacement costs of these batteries 

for car owners range from USD 2,000 (for the first generation) to USD 4,000.1 
 

3.2.2 Battery-electric vehicle technologies 

Battery-electric vehicles are equipped with an electric motor that sources its energy from a 

battery. The challenge with electric cars is not the electric motor, but the battery. Electric 

motors are omnipresent in our lives and have been proven to function in items ranging from 

electric toothbrushes to refrigerators. They are superior to the ICE with regard to maintenance 

and failure rates (Serra, 2012). However, the low range of the battery, its weight, and its long 

recharging time are disadvantages compared to the ICE. 

Most of the first electric cars, introduced at the end of the 1990s, were equipped with 

lead-acid batteries, which were most suitable at the time due to low costs and low 

maintenance requirements (see Table 3.3). What is more, the industry had vast experience 

with these batteries, as they were already employed in ICE-propelled cars as electricity 

storage. However, the disadvantage of lead-acid batteries is their low energy density: in order 

to reach a sufficient range, an average-sized car requires so many batteries that the resulting 

weight would be too high. Another battery type, Nickel Cadmium (NiCd), has the advantages 

of a long life cycle of 1,500 recharges and cost-effectiveness. Moreover, its energy density is 

higher in comparison to lead-acid. However, the disadvantage of NiCd is its high self-

discharging propensity, its required maintenance, and the inherent memory effect—that is, if 

the battery is not fully depleted and gets recharged, the device appears to ‘remember’ the now 

smaller capacity, thus leading to lasting capacity deficits. Yet another battery type is Nickel 

Metal Hydride (NiMH). This type eliminates some of the problems of lead-acid and NiCd, as 

it has a higher energy density, can be recharged relatively fast and does not require as much 

maintenance as NiCd batteries. Toyota used NiMH in its RAV4-EV, as did Honda in the EV 

Plus. Yet, NiMH has similar disadvantages as NiCd, namely the memory effect, self-

discharge propensity and the need for maintenance. 

 
 

                                                 
1 Estimates vary considerably for the cost of replacement since the information is not publicly available. Based 
on information from chats with Prius owners, this is a rough estimate. See, for instance, 
http://priuschat.com/forums/toyota-prius-plug-in/102539-prius-plug-in-lithium-ion-battery-replacement-
costs.html accessed 31-3-2012. 

http://priuschat.com/forums/toyota-prius-plug-in/102539-prius-plug-in-lithium-ion-battery-replacement-costs.html
http://priuschat.com/forums/toyota-prius-plug-in/102539-prius-plug-in-lithium-ion-battery-replacement-costs.html
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Table 3.3: Characteristics of commonly used rechargeable batteries  

 NiCd Lead- Acid NiMH Li-Ion 
     
Commercial use since 
 

1950 1970 1990 1991 

Typical battery costs for a 6-7 
Volt unit 
 

USD 50  USD 25  USD 60  USD 100  

Average number of recharges 
until battery capacity drops 
below 80% of initial capacity 
 

1500 200 - 300 300 - 500 500 - 1000 

Required time for fast charge  
 

1h typical 8-16h 2-4h 2-4h 

Self-discharge per month  
 

20% 5% 30% 10% 

Maintenance requirements 30 to 60 
days 

3 to 6 
months 

60 to 90 
days 

not required 

Adapted from Buchmann (2001) 

 

A more promising technology is Lithium-Ion (Li-Ion), which is used in most EVs 

currently entering the market. For example, Nissan integrated this battery, produced by Sony, 

into its Prairie Joy EV. Li-Ion batteries have the advantage of providing full power until the 

battery is depleted. While it is not prone to the ‘memory effect,’ its high energy density is still 

not comparable to that of gasoline. What is more, a current downside of the battery is its high 

cost, which, according to estimates, ranges from USD 600 and USD 1,000 per Kilowatt-hour 

(kWh). The Nissan Leaf is equipped with a 24 kWh battery, so in the best case scenario, the 

battery pack costs USD 14,400 (Serra, 2012: 134). 

 

3.2.3 Fuel-cell technologies 

The third LEV technology is fuel cells. This technology propels a car like an electric vehicle, 

but the energy source is not a battery, but a fuel cell that produces energy by combining 

hydrogen with oxygen. The process produces pure water and is, thus, a clean propulsion 

source. Both elements, hydrogen and oxygen, are abundantly available. Each fuel cell consists 

of an anode and a cathode, and an electrolyte that separates the two. In practice, multiple fuel 

cells are combined in stacks to provide sufficient energy. The most often-used membrane is 

Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cells (PEMFC) (Harborne et al., 2007).  

Generally speaking, there are two ways to provide the fuel cell with hydrogen. First, 

hydrogen can be stored onboard the car, either compressed or cooled to a liquid in a tank, as 
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in the F-Cell by Daimler. Second, the vehicle can have an onboard transformer that extracts 

hydrogen from another source, such as methanol or gasoline. Gasoline has the advantage that 

the required infrastructure is readily available, whereas a methanol infrastructure would need 

to be developed. Thus, fuel-cell technologies—except if propelled by petrol—would require a 

new infrastructure, which would involve large, long-term investments. In addition, fuel cells 

are currently expensive, and customers have considerable anxiety about the technology due to 

the explosive nature of hydrogen.  

 

3.2.4 Comparison of LEV technologies 

The three main technologies are in different stages of development and commercialization 

(see Table 3.4 for an overview). Hybrid technology is the most advanced, due to three main 

factors: the efforts undertaken by Toyota; the less radical technology; and the considerable 

learning with the technology in the industry since its commercialization in 1997. While 

electric vehicles were also first commercialized in 1997, this did not occur on the same scale, 

although a renaissance has taken place since 2006 (see Chapter 4). Nonetheless, batteries are 

expensive and not yet developed sufficiently to serve as a substitute for the ICE. Fuel-cell 

vehicles are too expensive for production and the required hydrogen infrastructure is not 

available.  

 

Table 3.4: An overview of low-emission vehicle technologies  

  Hybrid Vehicles Electric Vehicles Fuel-Cell Vehicles 

Propulsion 
technology 

Combination of an internal 
combustion engine with an 
electric motor 

Electric motor, powered by a 
battery 

Electric motor, powered by 
fuel cells using hydrogen 

Advantages Can rely on current 
infrastructure 

No direct emissions—i.e., no 
smog 

No direct emissions—i.e., no 
smog  

Disadvantages Efficiency 
Battery costs 

Low range 
Recharging time 
Battery costs  
No charging infrastructure  

No refuelling infrastructure 
Safety issues 
Production of hydrogen 

Climate Change 
Mitigation 
Potential 

 Still emits CO2 emissions 
 

More efficient, but still 
dependent on electricity, 
which might be produced with 
CO2 emitting technologies 

Depending on which fuel is 
used (hydrogen, methanol, 
electricity, petrol) there are 
still CO2 emissions, but to 
varying extents  

Adapted from Frenken et al. ( 2004) 
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The technologies also differ with regard to their green credentials. Hybrids are the least 

sustainable since they continue to rely on petrol and, thus, emit CO2. Electric vehicles and 

fuel-cell vehicles may emit no CO2, but that depends on how the electricity or the hydrogen is 

produced. For instance, although the EV itself emits no CO2, the electricity might be produced 

in a coal power plant. Therefore, depending on the way that the electricity or hydrogen is 

produced, electric cars or fuel-cell cars could be considerably more sustainable than hybrids. 

However, this comparison is taking a tank-to-wheel (T2W) perspective—i.e., 

excluding life-cycle costs. Overall sustainability does not merely refer to the use of 

alternatives to the internal combustion engine, but to the whole life cycle of a vehicle. Orsato 

& Wells (2007a) delineate four stages in the life cycle of a car: (1) pre-assembly (e.g., gaining 

the raw resources); (2) assembly (e.g., energy used in the assembly plant); (3) use (energy 

used through driving, mostly petrol; and (4) post-use (dealing with the end-of-life 

dismantling, etc.).  

Hence, the proliferation of emerging LEV technologies has created a state of ferment 

and a search for the dominant design (Hekkert & Van den Hoed, 2004), the outcome of which 

is still unclear. In comparing the most radical technology, fuel cells, with hybrids, Hekkert 

and Van den Hoed (2004) conclude that the hybrid technology has an advantage. Employing 

Rogers’ (1984) concept of relative advantage of a technology, the authors juxtapose the two 

technologies based on petrol use. They conclude that if the hybrid technology becomes 

dominant before fuel cells, there is little chance for the FC technology to succeed in the long 

run (Hekkert & Van den Hoed, 2004). Similarly, Bento (2010) warns that the early success of 

hybrids in the form of plug-in hybrids can, indeed, decrease the likelihood that fuel-cell 

vehicles will succeed. With EVs emerging as the new focus of technological development, the 

race to the dominant design is becoming even fiercer (Bakker, Van Lente, & Engels, 2012; 

Dijk, Orsato, & Kemp, 2012; Wesseling, Faber, & Hekkert, 2013). In fact, Serra (2012) 

asserts that the only viable option for future transportation is the electric vehicle.  

 However, this dissertation does not seek to understand which technology will 

eventually win, but, rather, tries to shed light on how and why car manufacturers have so far 

engaged in LEV technologies; what the role of governments has been; and what the interplay 

is between these two types of actors. To this end, the following sections briefly describe the 

perspectives of car companies and governments on LEVs, based on insights from the 

literature, thus touching upon aspects that will be studied in much more detail in Chapters 4-7. 
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3.3  The perspective of car companies 

Despite the uncertainty over whether LEVs will move outside the niche and, if so, when, and 

which technology will be dominant, car companies pay increasing attention to LEVs. At the 

same time, that incumbents are averse to technological change has been observed widely in 

the car industry (Bento, 2010; McGrath, 2010). In particular, three factors have been 

mentioned in relation to car companies’ resistance towards LEV technologies: the inertia in 

the industry, the vested interests of car manufacturers and the uncertainty revolving around 

LEV technologies.  

First, since the 1920s, following a number of contingent social and technological 

events, the ICE has been the dominant engine design, powering approximately 99 percent of 

all cars. This dominance of the ICE has led to a significant degree of inertia in the industry 

and has created several sources of lock-in (Unruh, 2000). On a technological level, standard 

architectures emerged that created scale and learning economies, thereby reducing unit 

production costs and improving performance through specialized skills and knowledge. 

Consequently, organisations have developed routines, production facilities, and strong 

supplier and customer networks in order to sustain these scale and learning economies. 

Simultaneously, on a societal level, consumer preferences and expectations, support 

structures, and institutional frameworks have developed around the dominant design, 

providing further sources of lock-in (Dyerson & Pilkington, 2005; Geels, 2002; Orsato & 

Wells, 2007a; Unruh, 2000). 

Orsato and Wells (2007) examine more detailed sources of inertia in the car industry. 

Interestingly, they conclude that the dominance of the current technological regime is largely 

an effect of three characteristics of cars: the all-steel body, the internal combustion engine and 

the multi-purpose character of the vehicles. The all-steel body made production more efficient 

and cars safer. Also, because the ICE uses petrol, which has very high energy density, it is 

able to drive long distances, which is not possible, for instance, with electric batteries (so far). 

Last, the fact that today’s vehicles are multi-purpose vehicles—i.e., drive around 500 km or 

more, at a speed of 160 km/h and carrying five passengers—allows people to fulfil multiple 

purposes. Taken together, these elements make the industry resistant to change (Orsato & 

Wells, 2007a).  

A second factor that impedes technological change is that car manufacturers have a 

vested interest in the incumbent technology, as LEVs would be largely competence-

destroying (Henderson & Clark, 1990). The “mass production industry is a highly capital 
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intensive sector and decisions are made largely on their capital intensity. . . . [E]xisting cost 

consequences and amortization of sunk costs are key elements in any decision regarding 

future technology choices” (Zapata & Nieuwenhuis, 2010: 16). In the words of Amory Lovins 

(1993: 17): “They [car manufacturers] are prisoners of enormous sunk costs which they treat 

as unamortized assets, substituting accounting for economic principles”. What is more, the 

legitimacy that car manufacturers possess supports them in resisting the change to LEVs 

(McGrath, 1999). That is, despite the availability of a potentially more environmentally-

friendly technology, incumbents have been said to protect their position by using their 

incumbency to create high public awareness of their less environmentally friendly 

technologies. McGrath (1999) argues that incumbents may shift public awareness away from 

new technologies to competence-enhancing incremental improvements and lay the path for 

inferior technologies. This may only be overcome by an outside shock to the industry.  

Third, car manufacturers face uncertainty revolving around LEV technologies. After a 

new technology has been introduced, there is the danger of a new lock-in having been created. 

Lock-ins often occur due to small events in history, such as a marketing event or a political 

problem that needs to be solved immediately (Cowan & Hulten, 1996). And a small 

advantage can lead to a snowball effect, i.e. initiate a process comparable to a chain reaction 

in which the popularity of a technology suddenly increases (Cowan & Hulten, 1996). It has 

been argued that this needs to be avoided because it might result in settling on an inferior 

technology in this early stage of LEV development. However,  Frenken et al. (2004), in a 

study analyzing incumbents’ LEV patents, show that the R&D portfolios are not converging 

to one technology.  

Considering the various sources of inertia and the uncertainty surrounding LEVs, three 

strategic options for car companies come to the fore (Howells, 2002): to exit the market; to 

improve the existing technology; or to switch to the new technology (Harborne et al., 2007; 

Howells, 2002; Pistorius & Utterback, 1997). The first strategy—exiting—has not occurred, 

mainly because LEVs are still in their infancy. However, what has been witnessed is that the 

existing technology has improved and that car companies are slowly switching to LEVs. 

According to Howells (2002: 889), this is “an extraordinary case of economically ‘irrational’ 

behaviour.” Yet, McGrath (1999: 248) provides an explanation for this phenomenon in the car 

industry, arguing that “[i]n light of the large moneys invested in human and physical capital 

made by incumbents, they resist any real overhaul of the industry and its dominant design”. 

Consequently, incumbents keep investing primarily in the development of traditional engine 
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types due to high competition and higher expected returns in the short run with incremental 

innovations.  

However, for industry incumbents, it is clear that sooner or later cars with ICEs will be 

extinct because oil will run out, although no one knows exactly when (Steen et al., 2011). 

Indeed, views on the timing and extent of market penetration of LEVs diverge significantly. 

Consequently, some car companies are slowly switching to LEVs. According to Volkswagen, 

it "is going to be an engineering marathon. It's not going to be a sprint. . . . Electric 

powertrains . . . will be "a supplement" to internal combustion engines. . . .  [B]y 2020 EVs 

will have a global share of 1.5 to 2 percent” (Guilford & Ciferri, 2009: 3). On the contrary, for 

Nissan, LEVs such as “[e]lectric vehicles could take 10 percent of the global market by 2020, 

or roughly 6 million units in annual sales. . . . We see it as mass market” (Greimel, 2009: 14). 

Similarly, industry specialists have diverging expectations as to how the market will play out 

(Serra, 2012). Whereas consultancies and banks share a rather optimistic view, the 

International Energy Agency has a quite bleak outlook (Serra, 2012). Hence, the question for 

incumbents is when to invest in LEVs (Steen et al., 2011).  

Generally, car manufacturers have several options. Introducing a radical technology 

can result in a first-mover advantage (Lieberman & Montgomery, 1988), while adopting a 

wait-and-see strategy avoids risks of being too early on the market (Steen et al., 2011). Thus, 

incumbents have the choice to pioneer a market, to follow a pioneer early on, or to move late 

into the market. Schneider et al. (2004) argue that being a first-mover—such as Toyota 

launching the Prius—provides an advantage in terms of image and experience, which it 

generates while having the monopoly (Schneider et al., 2004). Early movers often also enjoy 

government support in various forms (Steen et al., 2011). Moreover, investing in LEVs 

signals (potential) shareholders and may have a positive effect on market value (Ba et al., 

2012). Interestingly, Ba et al. (2012: 25) found that the market tended to reward less 

profitable rather than profitable firms “because investors expect automakers that are doing 

well with existing business to concentrate on their existing business and less profitable 

automakers to find a competitive edge through green vehicle innovations”. However, the 

pioneer runs the risk that after the entrance of early followers, it might find itself in second 

place, largely due to its vast investments in the technology. The chosen strategy—whether to 

improve old technologies or to slowly switch—depends on the firm’s capabilities. For 

instance, the reason for Toyota’s success with the Prius is their superior product-development 

capabilities (Clark et al., 1987). They were able to combine two propulsion technologies in 

one car in a way that is economically viable for mass production.  
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However, the decision for car manufacturers to switch to LEV technologies is not as 

clear-cut. Rather, the question is to what extent to invest in LEV technologies. “Many parties 

seek to cope with both sides of the dilemma, even if the cost of this dual strategy is high. They 

invest, but not at any price. They participate, but not all out” (Steen et al., 2011: 11). Thus, 

most car manufacturers follow a pre-emptive strategy to avoid surprises from new entrants in 

the market, such as entrepreneurs or diversifying firms (Hockerts & Wüstenhagen, 2010), to 

be prepared if the market picks up a technology, or to be ready to react when governments 

exert pressure.  

Thus, incumbents in the car industry—while being averse to technological change due 

to inertia, vested interests and uncertainty—incrementally switch to LEVs, an approach that 

appears to be a dual strategy. One actor that reinforces this development is the government 

(Mikler, 2010). How governments may affect the development of LEVs is explored in the 

next section. 

 

3.4  The government perspective 

Due to the reasons mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, governments have an interest 

in stimulating the transition to LEVs, and they promote their development and 

commercialization using various options (Serra, 2012). On the one hand, government policies 

target the supply side—particularly car companies. On the other hand, governments stimulate 

demand—particularly targeting customers (Rennings, 2000). The characteristics, advantages 

and pitfalls of both approaches are briefly discussed below. 

 With regard to supply-side policy measures, governments make an effort to shape 

market characteristics—through public-private projects, for example—or to craft regulation 

that enforces certain technologies. Public-private projects such as LEV demonstrations are a 

means to learn about and shape the markets for novel LEV technologies (Harborne et al., 

2007). Harborne et al. (2007) examined fuel-cell bus demonstrations on three continents, in 

the U.S., Europe and Japan, and found that the major benefit of such projects is the learning 

possibilities for all stakeholders involved. Challenges remain, however, such as the tendency 

of governments to pick a winning technology due to resource constraints, instead of testing 

competing technologies in equally protected spaces (Harborne et al., 2007).  

Regulatory frameworks can impose certain technology standards—through voluntary 

agreements between governments and car manufacturers or through command and control 

(i.e., through technology-forcing) regulation (Gerard & Lave, 2005; Pilkington, 1998; 
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Rennings, 2000). Two types of technology regulation with respect to LEVs are noteworthy: 

improved emission performance regulation and zero-emission vehicle regulation. The two 

approaches differ in the degree to which the required technologies are familiar to the car 

manufacturers. Improved emission performance regulation, such as CAFE standards in the 

U.S., demand measures that firms are familiar with. Car manufacturers can react with 

incremental changes, such as making the ICE more efficient or integrating devices such as a 

catalytic converter. However, zero-emission regulation, such as the ZEV programme in 

California, requires radical actions because the ICE in its current design will, by definition, 

never be a zero-emission vehicle.   

Stringent regulation might impede new business models that are necessary for LEVs 

(Nieuwenhuis et al., 2006). At the same time, regulation can become the source of a lock-in. 

Badly designed frameworks stimulate incremental improvements of the ICE instead of radical 

innovation (Dijk & Yarime, 2010). In addition, regulation could also be aimed at stimulating 

radical innovation but subsequently modified in favour of less radical innovation, such as 

what happened with California’s ZEV mandate (Dijk & Yarime, 2010). 

The “responses of firms [towards regulation] are determined by their capabilities and 

the availability of technological solutions” (Pilkington, 1998: 213). Car manufacturers might 

lobby against (parts) of the regulation, for instance, by requesting that light trucks be excluded 

from CAFE standards (as has been the case), or they might innovate and bring more efficient 

technologies, such as hybrids, to the market. In either case, “in combination the regulations 

have had a substantial effect on the product development activities of the car manufacturers, 

which otherwise would have remained locked into a cycle of incremental development” 

(Pilkington, 1998: 220). 

Another government approach to promote the diffusion of LEVs is to stimulate the 

demand-side by providing incentives for LEVs, such as tax credits, or to increase fuel taxes 

for ICEs. Tax credits have gained increasing popularity, particularly in the course of the 

financial crisis. Tax credits allow the buyer of an LEV to deduct the incentive from his or her 

income tax. Yet, the effectiveness of tax credits is debatable. Some studies assert that 

incentives are crucial for the successful diffusion (Beresteanu & Li, 2011), while others find 

that “[s]trong income tax credits for the purchase of new diesel, hybrid, and plug-in hybrid 

vehicles are very expensive and essentially ineffective at reducing [greenhouse gas] emissions 

from transportation” (Morrow et al., 2010: 1318). Another government programme is cash-

for-clunkers, under which consumers receive a cash amount for trading in an old car for a 
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new, preferably more fuel-efficient car. However, research shows that the initial demand 

surge is offset by decreasing demand in subsequent months (Mian & Sufi, 2012).  

Opinions also differ with regard to the effectiveness of a fuel tax. According to Mikler 

(2010), demand for fuel is inelastic, and, thus, higher taxes would not enhance diffusion. 

Therefore, Mikler (2010: 14) argues that the success of new technologies is not driven as 

much by prices as it is by consumers’ and incumbents’ acceptance of the status quo, as 

reflected in the (unchanged) product portfolios of the incumbents. However, Diamond (2008) 

shows that the adoption of hybrids is driven by fuel prices; hence, fuel taxes positively 

stimulate LEV diffusion. This view is supported by Beresteanu and Li (2011). In analyzing 

the effect of gasoline prices and tax incentives on the demand for hybrid vehicles, the authors 

found that each explained more than 15 percent of the increased demand for hybrid vehicles 

in California. More precisely, 27 percent of the increase in hybrid cars is explained by fiscal 

incentives, compared to a 14 percent increase due to rising oil prices (Beresteanu & Li, 2011).  

An example is the diesel introduction in France. The technology was introduced and 

promoted in France in the 1970s during the time of the oil crises (Bento, 2010). With, on 

average, 15 percent higher efficiency than the ICE, the diesel engine reduced the dependency 

on oil significantly. However, production costs for diesels were higher (15 percent more, on 

average), and there was no infrastructure available. Hence, the government promoted the 

technology by lowering taxes on diesel fuel as compared to those on gasoline. On average, the 

price difference was 25 percent between 1980 and 2006 (Bento, 2010: 5). The effectiveness of 

the policy is reflected in the share of diesel in the market. Today, 50 percent of the cars in 

France have a diesel engine, and 70 percent of new car sales are diesels (Bento, 2010).  

These studies show that policy instruments vary in their effectiveness. Thus, despite 

governments being a driver for LEVs, their actions also bear risks for car manufacturers. 

Considering the different policy tools (Serra, 2012), incentives for LEVs, such as tax credits 

for EVs or cash-for-clunker deals, expose car manufacturers to uncertainty because their 

availability is finite. What is more, their continuation depends on the political tide (Steen et 

al., 2011). If sustainability vanishes from government agendas, then investments could be in 

vain.  

Governments stimulating LEV development face a dilemma: they not only must be 

flexible enough to not hinder LEV technologies from emerging, but also must be certain 

enough for car manufacturers to have the confidence to invest. This points to the close link 

between the perspectives of governments and of car companies, which will receive more 

attention in subsequent chapters based on an identification of several research gaps. 
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3.5  Research gaps 

The previous chapters and this chapter thus far have described the evolution of the car 

industry at large, the different LEV technologies, and the firm and government perspectives 

on LEVs. This overview points at the increasing interest in LEVs. Yet, despite the many 

available insights, some research gaps remain.  

First, although there is a considerable literature on the technological aspects of LEVs 

(Frenken et al., 2004; Rajashekara, 1994), the competition between technologies (Bakker et 

al., 2012; Wesseling et al., 2013) as well as on the future of mobility (Eggers & Eggers, 2011; 

Kosugi, Tokimatsu, & Yoshida, 2005; Moriarty & Honnery, 2008a, 2008b), no study, to the 

author’s knowledge, provides a comprehensive overview of the current international evolution 

of LEVs and of a potential transition towards LEVs adopting a firm perspective. Studies have 

explained past transitions, such as from horse-drawn carriages to the automobile (Geels, 

2005); potential transition scenarios (Lovins & Cramer, 2004); and insights into the transition 

of specific technologies, such as those for EVs (Cowan & Hulten, 1996; Dijk et al., 2012; 

Pilkington, Dyerson, & Tissier, 2002) or hybrids (Dijk & Yarime, 2010). Some have also 

compared multiple technologies (Bakker et al., 2012; Hekkert & Van den Hoed, 2004; 

Wesseling et al., 2013). Given the potential, it might be worthwhile to obtain more insight 

into recent international developments with regard to the main LEV technologies, paying 

attention to the developments in the different regional car markets, the trajectories of the 

different LEV technologies, and the activities of specific actors, particularly firms and 

governments. This will be examined in Chapter 4. 

Second, although there is research that explains responses of car manufacturers to 

emission regulation (Pilkington, 1998; Shiau et al., 2009), the effect of demonstration projects 

(Harborne et al., 2007; Mikler, 2005) and policies in general (Åhman, 2006; Koopman, 2010), 

studies have not yet addressed the interplay between car manufacturers and governments 

There is limited insight into how LEVs are brought to the market in a ‘protected’ way. 

Considering that LEVs often involve disruptive technologies and, consequently, often fail to 

fulfil incumbents’ profitability requirements (Christensen, 1997), they seem to require 

protection in the development and initial commercialization stage. Research has provided 

insight into protection mechanisms, especially the stimulation of LEVs in niches from the 

government side (Hoogma, 2000; Nykvist & Whitmarsh, 2008; Raven, 2007; Smith & Raven, 

2012; Weber, Hoogma, Lane, & Schot, 1999; Windrum & Birchenhall, 1998), but possible 

forms of protection of LEV development and commercialization by car manufacturers 
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themselves has received little attention. Moreover, it remains unclear how car manufacturers 

utilize protection provided by governments and how government and firm protection 

mechanisms interact. This dissertation aims to help fill this gap through an analysis of the 

interplay of governments and car manufacturers and the role of protection provided by both 

types of actors (Chapter 5). 

Third, because LEVs are fundamentally different from cars with an ICE on some 

dimensions, they seem to require changes in the business model such as in pricing, the value 

chain or the necessary infrastructure (Christensen, 1997).  However, incumbents face 

constraints in changing business practices due to existing resources, capabilities and routines 

(Ahuja & Lampert, 2001; Bettis & Prahalad, 1995; Bower & Christensen, 1995). 

Entrepreneurs seem more likely to be the source of new business models (Hockerts & 

Wüstenhagen, 2010). Scholars have investigated and described new business models that are 

more sustainable for the car industry in general (Wells, 1991; Wells, 2004; Wells & 

Nieuwenhuis, 2004; Williams, 2006), yet it remains unclear which business model might be 

suitable for LEVs and who would be best placed to introduce them. Further, it is unclear how 

incumbents’ path dependence and the influence of government support influence new 

business models. These topics will be explored further in Chapter 6. 

Finally, studies have pointed to various barriers to car manufacturers investing in 

LEVs (Orsato & Wells, 2007a, 2007b; Pilkington, 1998; Unruh, 2000; Zapata & 

Nieuwenhuis, 2010). The lack of infrastructure, the different driving experience but also high 

costs inhibit the large scale introduction of LEVs. As laid out above, LEVs can be sustainable 

and create social and environmental value but customers are often not willing to pay a higher 

price (Rennings, 2000). Still, EV development has gained some momentum recently, after 

initial commercialization attempts in the 1990s failed (Bakker et al., 2012; Dijk et al., 2012; 

Wesseling et al., 2013). The motivations for incumbents to invest in EVs—next to 

government policies—remain however unclear. Chapter 7 illuminates possible factors that 

have not been fully addressed yet. 
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